














































Degeneracy 
 
The least of a set of non-negative ratios decides which variables is to be dripped from the basis 
at a particular stage.  It is to be dropped from the basis at a particular stage.  It may happen that 
two or more ratios are equal and that the least.  In that case a tie occurs as to decide which 
variable to drop.  We can arbitrarily decide in favour of one, but then it turns out that other 
variables which tied with it and continue to remain in the basis also become zero.  That is we 
have one or more of the basic variables too have zero value.  Such a case is called degeneracy. 
 
Simplex Multipliers 
 
Consider the LPP 

Minimize f(X) = CX     (1) 

Subjected to 

    AX=B     (2) 

    X≥0     (3) 

Suppose (�怠, �態, … , �陳, 0, … ,0) is a b.f.s. To express f(X) in terms of the non-basic variables �陳袋怠, … , �津, we may eliminate the basic variable �怠, �態, … , �陳, from (1) with the help of (2).  

For this let us multiply a each of the equations of (2) by constants �怠, �態, … , �陳  respectively 

and add them to (1), which gives 

Minimize  f(X)= ∑ �珍�珍津珍退沈      (1) 

Subjected to  ∑ �沈珍�珍 ≥ �沈津珍退怠 ,  i=1,2,…,m   (2) �珍 ≥ 0,    j=1,2,…,n  (3) 

 

蕃�怠 + 布 �沈怠�沈陳
沈退怠 否 �怠+. . + 蕃�津 + 布 �沈津�沈陳

沈退怠 否 �津 = � + 布 �沈�沈陳
沈退怠  

or ∑ 盤�珍 + ∑ �沈珍�沈陳沈退怠 匪津珍退怠 �珍 = � + ∑ �沈�沈陳沈退怠    (4)  

Now chose �怠, �態, … , �陳 such that ∑ �沈珍�沈陳沈退怠 = −�珍, j=1,2,…, m    (5) 

Then (4) reduces to  � = ∑ �珍̅ −津珍退陳袋怠 ∑ �沈�沈陳沈退怠     (6) 

where  �珍̅ = �珍 + ∑ �沈珍�沈陳沈退怠     (7) 

(5) are m equations m in unknowns �沈 and this constants are called simplex multipliers. 



 Now in Matrix notation we put (5) as �待嫗 Π = −�待嫗  
where  

�待 = ⎣⎢⎢⎢
⎡ �怠怠�態怠…�陳怠 

�怠態�態態…�陳態 
………. . 

�怠津�態津…�陳津 ⎦⎥⎥⎥
⎤
, Π = [�怠, �態, … , �陳]嫗 and C待 = [�怠, �態, … , �津] 

So we have  Π = −[�待嫗 ]貸怠�待嫗 = −[�待貸怠]嫗�待嫗  = −�待�待貸怠.   (8) 

The vector Π is called the multiplier vector and it component are called simplex multipliers.  

 

Example: 

Consider the example which we done in the case of Artificial variables. 

Minimize f(X) = 4�怠 + 5�態 

Subjected to  2�怠 + �態 ≤ 6 �怠 + 2�態 ≤ 5 �怠 + �態 ≥ 1 �怠 + 4�態 ≥ 2 �怠, �態 ≥ 0 

The initial and final tables of the above problem is   

Basis Value x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 
x3 6 2 1 1     
x4 5 1 2  1    
x5 1 1 1   -1   
x6 2 1 4       -1 
f 0 4 5         
x1 2/3 1    -4/3  1/3 
x2 1/3  1   1/3  -1/3 
x3 13/3   1  7/3 -1/3  
x4 11/3        1   2/3 1/3  
f -13/3           11/3 1/3  

 

Note that �怠, �態, �戴, �替, are the basic variables in the optimal solution.  To obtain Π we have to 

find out �待貸怠 where A0 is the matrix of the coefficient of these variables in the initial form i.e. 



A0 = 崛2111
1214

1000
0100崑 

�待貸怠 operating in the initial matrix of the coefficients produces the final coefficient matrix that 

is  

�待貸怠 崛2111
1214

1000
0 0 01 0 00 −1 00 0 −1崑 =  頒1000

0100
0010

0 −4/3 1/30 1/3 −1/30 7/3 −1/31 2/3 1/3 番 

Taking only the submatrix of the last four column on either side  

�待貸怠 崛1000
0 0 01 0 00 −1 00 0 −1崑 = 頒0010

0 −4/3 1/30 1/3 −1/30 7/3 −1/31 2/3 1/3 番  
Since the inverse of a diagonal matrix with entries 1 or -1 is the matrix it self we get  

�待貸怠 = 頒0010
0 −4/3 1/30 1/3 −1/30 7/3 −1/31 2/3 1/3 番 崛1000

0 0 01 0 00 −1 00 0 −1崑 

= 頒0010
0 4/3 −1/30 −1/3 1/30 −7/3 1/31 −2/3 −1/3番 

Now the simplex multiplayer using (8) can be obtained as  

[�怠 �態  �戴  �替] =  −[4 5 0 0] 頒0010
0 4/3 −1/30 −1/3 1/30 −7/3 1/31 −2/3 −1/3番 

        = 峙0 0 − 怠怠戴 − 怠戴峩. 
 

Revised Simplex Method 
Revised Simplex Method which is a modification of the original simplex method which is 

more economical.  The economy in the revised simplex method is not working out the entire 

simplex tableau but calculating only the numbers required in the following essential steps   

1. For the feasible basis �珍, j=1,2, …, m, the coefficient �珍̅,  j= m +1, m+2, …, n,   of the 

equation � = ∑ �博沈�沈 +陳沈退怠 ∑ �珍̅津珍退陳袋怠  are directly calculated. For this, let �待 be the 

matrix of a feasible basis. Then compute the multiplayer vector is computed using Π = −�待�待貸怠.  Then �珍̅ = �珍 + ∑ �沈珍�沈陳沈退怠  



2. Let one of these coefficients, say �追̅ be negative.  So we choose to �追, be brought into 

the basis.  The numbers  �博沈追 and �博沈  i=1,2, …, m,  in the column for �追,  in the 

equation  �怠 + �博怠�+1�陳袋怠 + ⋯ + �博怠津�津 = �博怠  �態 + �博態�+1�陳袋怠 + ⋯ + �博態津�津 = �博態  
     …. �陳 + �博陳�+1�陳袋怠 + ⋯ + �博陳津�津 = �博陳  
are now directly computed using 

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ �博怠追�博態追...�博陳追⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ = �待貸怠 ⎣⎢⎢⎢
⎡ �怠追�態追...�陳追⎦⎥⎥⎥

⎤
 

and 

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ �博怠�博態...�博陳⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ = �待貸怠 ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ �怠�態...�陳⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ 
3. Let  

 長博妊銚博妊認  =min 長博日銚博日認 , �博沈追 > 0. 
So we replace by  to get the new basis.  The matrix for the new basis is obtained   

            directly from the initial matrix �.  

The sequence of the operations (1), (2) and (3) are repeated till we get the optimal solution. 

Note: Let  

�待賃貸怠 = 頒 �怠怠 �怠態 … �怠陳�態怠 �態態 … �態戴…�陳怠 …�陳態 …… …�陳陳
番 

be the inverse matrix in the k the iteration then  the inverse matrix in the next iteration  

�待賃袋怠貸怠 = 崛 �怠怠∗ �怠態∗ … �怠陳∗�態怠∗ �態態∗ … �態戴∗…�陳怠∗ …�陳態∗ …… …�陳陳∗ 崑 

can be obtained using the formula   �椎珍∗ = 庭認乳銚博妊認,    j=1,2,…,m 



and �沈珍∗ = �沈珍 − �博沈追�椎珍∗ ,   i=1,2,…,m, j=1,2,…,m, � ≠ � 

 
Example 

Minimize  �(�) = �怠 + �態 + �戴 

Subjected to 

    �怠   -�替   −2�滞 =5 

     �態  +2�替-3�泰+�滞   = 3 

      �戴 +2�替-5�泰+6�滞  = 5 �珍 ≥ 0, j=1,2,…,6 

Let us rewrite the inequalities above  

Minimize  �(�) = �怠 + �態 + �戴+0�替 + 0� 泰 +0�滞 �怠 + 0�態 + 0�戴-�替 + 0�泰-2�滞 = 5 0�怠 + �態 + 0�戴+2�替-3�泰+�滞   = 3 0�怠 + 0�態 + �戴+2�替-5�泰+6�滞  = 5 

Here � = 煩1 0 00 1 00 0 1 −1 0 −22 −3 12 −5 6 晩 � = [5 3 5]′, C=[1 1 1 0 0 0] 
Iteration 1. A b.f.s which provide starting point is obviously �怠 = 5, �態 = 3, �戴 = 5, �替 = �泰 = �滞 = 0 

So we have  �待怠 = �待怠貸怠 = 煩1 0 00 1 00 0 1晩, �待怠 = [1 1 1]  
Using (8) we get [�怠 �態  �戴 ] =  −�待怠�待怠貸怠 = [−1 −1 −1] 
From (7) we have 

�珍̅ = �珍 + 布 �沈珍�沈陳
沈退怠  

So �替̅ = �替 + ∑ �沈替�沈戴沈退怠  =0+(-1×-1)+(2×-1)+(2×-1) 

= 0+1-2-2=-3 



�泰̅ = �泰 + ∑ �沈泰�沈戴沈退怠  =0+(0×-1)+(-3×-1)+(-5×-1) 

= 0+0+3+5=8 �滞̅ = �滞 + ∑ �沈滞�沈戴沈退怠  =0+(-2×-1)+(1×-1)+(6×-1) 

= 0+2-1-6=-5 

Since �滞̅ is negative and maximum value we choose r=6 as is a unit matrix, we have  

煩�博怠滞�博態滞�博戴滞晩 = �待怠貸怠 煩�怠滞�態滞�戴滞晩=煩1 0 00 1 00 0 1晩 煩−216 晩 

[�博怠滞 �博態滞 �博戴滞] = [�怠滞 �態滞 �戴滞] = [−2 1 6] 
and  

崛�博怠�博態�博戴崑 = �待怠貸怠 煩�怠�態�戴晩 = 煩1 0 00 1 00 0 1晩 煩535晩 

 [�博怠 �博態 �博戴] = [�怠 �態 �戴]  = [5 3 5] 
Now in absolute value 

min 長博日銚博日展 = 5/6 = 長博典銚博典展  so we choose p=3. 

� = 煩1 0 00 1 00 0 1 −1 0 −22 −3 12 −5 6 晩 � = [5 3 5]′, C=[1 1 1 0 0 0] 
Iteration 2. Now new basic variables are �怠, �態, �滞 with new  

 �待態 = 煩1 0 −20 1 10 0 6 晩, �待 = [1 1 0]  
Now we wanted to find �待態貸怠 one way is to find the inverse directly.  Second method is to find 

out the inverse using the formula �椎珍∗ = 庭認乳銚博妊認,    j=1,2,…,m 

and �沈珍∗ = �沈珍 − �博沈追�椎珍∗ ,   i=1,2,…,m, j=1,2,…,m, � ≠ �. 
 

Where �沈珍 are elements of �待怠貸怠 and �沈珍∗  are the elements of �待態貸怠 

Here p=3 and m = 3 So we first compute 



�待怠貸怠 = 頒�怠怠 �怠態 �怠戴�態怠 �態態 �態戴�戴怠 �戴態 �戴戴番=煩1 0 00 1 00 0 1晩 

�戴珍∗ = 庭典乳銚博典展,    j=1,2,3 �戴怠∗ = 庭典迭銚博典展 = 待滞 = 0, �戴態∗ = 庭典鉄銚博典展 = 待滞 = 0, �戴戴∗ = 庭典典銚博典展 = 怠滞,  

Now we compute the other elements of �待貸怠 �沈珍∗ = �沈珍 − �博沈追�椎珍∗ ,   i=1,2,3, j=1,2,3, � ≠ �. �怠怠∗ = �怠怠 − �博怠滞�戴怠∗  = 1- (-2×0) = 1 �怠態∗ = �怠態 − �博怠滞�戴態∗  = 0- (-2×0) = 0 �怠戴∗ = �怠戴 − �博怠滞�戴戴∗  = 0- 岾−2 × 怠滞峇 = 態滞 

Similarly we get �態怠∗ = 0, �態態∗ =1 and �戴態∗ =貸怠滞  

So  

�待態貸怠 = 崛�怠怠∗ �怠態∗ �怠戴∗�態怠∗ �態態∗ �態戴∗�戴怠∗ �戴態∗ �戴戴∗ 崑 = 煩1 0 2/60 1 −1/60 0 1/6 晩  

�待 = [1 1 0] 
from this we get [�怠 �態  �戴 ] =  −�待�待態貸怠 = [−1 −1 −1/6] 
and �戴̅ = 泰滞, �替̅ = 貸腿滞  and �泰̅ = 態戴滞 . �替̅ is negative so r =4. 

煩�博怠替�博態替�博戴替晩 = �待態貸怠 煩�怠替�態替�戴替晩 = 煩1 0 2/60 1 −1/60 0 1/6 晩 煩−122 晩 = 煩−1/35/31/3 晩 

and 

崛�博怠�博態�博戴崑 = �待態貸怠 煩�怠�態�戴晩 = 煩1 0 2/60 1 −1/60 0 1/6 晩 煩535晩 = 煩40/613/65/3 晩 

Now in absolute value 

min 長博日銚博日填 = 13/10 = 長博鉄銚博鉄填  so we choose p=2. 

Iteration 3. Now new basic variables are �怠, �替, �滞 with new  �待戴 = 煩1 −1 −20 2 10 2 6 晩, �待 = [1 0 0] 
 



煩�博怠替�博態替�博戴替晩 = �待態貸怠 煩�怠替�態替�戴替晩 = 煩1 0 2/60 1 −1/60 0 1/6 晩 煩−122 晩 = 煩−1/35/31/3 晩 

With r=4 and p=2, the new �待戴貸怠 is 

�待戴貸怠 =  煩1 1/5 9/300 3/5 −3/300 −1/5 6/30 晩  and [�怠 �態  �戴 ] = [−1 −1/5 −3/10]. 
Which gives �態̅ = 怠態, �戴̅ = 胎怠待 and �泰̅ = 態怠怠待.  

All �珍̅’s are positive so optimum is achieved. There for present basis is optimal. The value of 

the basic variables are given by  

崛�博怠�博態�博戴崑 =  煩1 1/5 9/300 3/5 −3/300 −1/5 6/30 晩 煩535晩 = 煩71/1013/102/5 晩 

So we have the optimum solution as  �怠 = 胎怠怠待 , �態 = 0, �戴 = 0, �替 = 怠戴怠待 , �泰 = 0, �滞 = 態泰 

and optimum f(X)= 胎怠怠待. 
Table 

I Basis C0 �待貸怠  Π �珍̅  r   �博沈追  �博沈 p  
  x1 1 1 0 0 -1 �替̅ =-3  -2 5   
1 x2 1 0 1 0 -1 �泰̅ =8 6 1 3 3 
  x3 1 0 0 1 -1 �滞̅ =-5   6 5   
  x1 1 1 0 2/6 -1 �戴̅ = 5/6  -1/3 40/6  
2 x2 1 0 1 -1/6 -1 �替̅ = −8/6 4 5/3 13/6 2 
  x6 0 0 0 1/6 -1/6 �泰̅ = 23/6  1/3 5/6  
  x1 1 1 0 0 -1 �態̅ = 1/2  Optimum 

solution 
reached 

71/10   
3 x4 0 0 1 0 -1 �戴̅ = 7/10 13/10  
  x3 0 0 0 1 -1 �泰̅ = 21/10 2/5   

 

 
Dual -  Primal problems 
 
Associated with any LPP is another LPP called the dual. Knowledge of the dual provides 

interesting economic and sensitivity analysis insights. When taking the dual of any LPP, the 

given LPP is referred to as the primal. If the primal is a max problem, the dual will be a min 

problem and vice versa. 

 
 
The general linear programming problem has the form 
 



Primal Dual 
Max Z = c1x1 + c2x2 + .. + cnxn. 
 
Subject to 
 a11x1 + a12x2 + …+ a1nxn b1. 

a21x1 + a22x2 + …+ a2nxn b2 
… 

am1x1 + am2x2 + .. + amnxn bm. 
 

   x1, x2, …, xn0. 

Min W = b1y1 + b2y2 + .. + bmym. 
 
Subject to 
 a11y1 + a21y2 + …+ am1ym  c1 

a12y1 + a22y2 + …+ am2ym  c2 
… 

a1ny1 + a2n y2 + .. + anmym cn. 
 

   y1, y2, …, ym0. 
 
Comparing the two problem we have the following points  
 

1. If the primal contains n variables and m constraints, the dual will contains m variables 
and n constraints. 

2. The maximization problem in the primal become the minimization problem in the dual 
and vice versa.  

3. The maximization problem has () constraints while the minimization problem has () 
constraints. 

4. The constants c1, c2, …, cn in the objective function of the primal appear in the 
constraints of the duals. 

5. The constants b1, b2, …, bn in the constraints of the primal appear in the objective 
function of the duals. 

6. The variables in both problem are non negative. 
The constraint relationship of the primal and dual can be represented in a single 

table as shown below 
 

 x1 x2 x3 … xn  
y1 a11 a12 a13 … a1n b1 
y2 a21 a22 a23 … a2n b2 
y3 a31 a32 a33 … a3n b3 
       

ym am1 am2 am3 … amn bm 
 c1 c2 c3 … cn  

 
Example-1 
 

Primal Dual 
Maximize Z= 3x1+5x2  
Subject to  
                  2x1+6x2  50 
                  3x1+2x2  35 
                  5x1-3x2  10. 
                  x1, x2,  0. 
 

Minimize W= 50y1+35y2 +10 y3  
   Subject to  
             2y1+3y2 +5y3  3 
             6y1+2y2 -3y3  5 
                     y1, y2, y3, 0. 
 

 



Example-2 
 

Primal  Dual 
Max Z= 3x1+5x2  
 Subject to  
       2x1+6x2  50 

3x1+2x2  35 
5x1-3x2  10. 
x1 2 
5x1+6x2=20 
 
x1, x2,  0. 

 

Max Z= 3x1+5x2  
 Subject to  
2x1+6x2  50 
3x1+2x2  35 
5x1-3x2  10. 
-x1+0 x2  -2 
5x1+6x2 20 
-5x1-6x2 -20 

x1, x2,  0. 
. 

 

Min W=50y1+35y2 + 
10y3-2y4+20y5 
-20y6 
Subject to 
2y1+3y2+5y3-y4 +5y5-
5y63 
6y1+2y2-3y3+0y4 +6y5-
6y65 

 yj  0. 
 

Example-3 
 

Primal Dual Dual of Dual 
Min Z= 3x1+5x2  
Subject to  
2x1+6x2  36 
3x1+2x2  24 
x1, x2,  0. 

Max W= 36y1+24 y2  
Subject to  
 2y1+3y2   3 
6y1+2y2  5 
 y1, y2 0. 

Min Q= 3u1+5u2  
Subject to  
2u1+6u2  36 
3u1+2u2  24 
u1, u2,  0. 

 
 
Duality General Definition 
 
We have the general LP Problem as 

Minimize  f(X) = CX     (1) 
Subjected to   AX≥B     (2) 

  X≥0      (3) 
 
Where A is an mxn matrix.  X  and B are column n vector and X is a raw n vector.  Then it’s 
Duel is written as 

 Maximize (Y) = B’Y    (4) 
Subjected to   A’Y≥C’    (5) 

  Y≥0      (6) 
Where Y  is column m vector. 
 
Duality Theorems 
 
Thoerem-1 The dual of the dual is the primal 
 
Proof: Consider the duel (4), (5) and (6) this can be written as 
 

Minimize -(X) = -B’Y     
Subjected to   -A’Y≥-C’,  Y≥0    

 
Its duel according to the definition is  
 



Maximize  Ψ(X) = -CX      
Subjected to   -AX≤-B,   X≥0       

 
This may be rewrite as 
 

Minimize  f(X) = CX      
Subjected to   AX≥B,   
X≥0   
     

Which is same as the primal (1), (2) (3) 
 
Thoerem-2 (Weak Duality Theorem):  The value of the objective function f(X) for any 
feasible solution of the primal is not less than the value of the objective function (Y) for 
any feasible solution of the dual. ( ie. To prove min f(X)   max(Y)) 
Proof:  Consider the primal and dual problems 

Primal Dual 
Min f(X) = c1x1 + c2x2 + .. + cnxn. 
 
Subject to 
 a11x1 + a12x2 + …+ a1nxn b1. 

a21x1 + a22x2 + …+ a2nxn b2 
… 

am1x1 + am2x2 + .. + amnxn bm. 
 

   x1, x2, …, xn 0. 

Max(Y) = b1y1 + b2y2 + .. + bmym. 
 
Subject to 
 a11y1 + a21y2 + …+ am1ym  c1 

a12y1 + a22y2 + …+ am2ym  c2 
… 

a1ny1 + a2n y2 + .. + anmym cn. 
   y1, y2, …, ym0. 

Now let us introduce the necessary slack variables to the above equations we have  
 
Primal: Min f(X) = c1x1 + c2x2 + .. + cnxn. 
 
Subject to 
 a11x1 + a12x2 + …+ a1nxn - xn+1 =b1. 

a21x1 + a22x2 + …+ a2nxn - xn+2 =b2 
…        (1) 

am1x1 + am2x2 + .. + amnxn - xn+m =bm. 
 

  x1, x2, …, xn, xn+1, …., xn+m 0. 
 
Dual: Max(Y) = b1y1 + b2y2 + .. + bmym. 
 
Subject to 
 
  a11y1 + a21y2 + …+ am1ym  + ym+1 =c1 

a12y1 + a22y2 + …+ am2ym  +ym+2 =c2 
…        (2) 

a1ny1 + a2n y2 + .. + anmym + ym+n =cn. 
 

   y1, y2, …, ym, ym+1,…, ym+n 0. 
 



Now let x1, x2, …, xn, xn+1, …., xn+m be any feasible solution of the primal and y1, y2, …, ym, 
ym+1,…, ym+n be any feasible solution of the dual.  Now multiplying the equation of constrains 
(1) with y1, y2, …, ym, and (2) with and x1, x2, …, xn, and finding the difference  second - first 
we get 
 
(c1x1 + c2x2 + .. + cnx ) - ( b1y1 + b2y2 + .. + bmym) 

        = x1 ym+1 + x2 ym+2 + …+ xn ym+n + y1 xn+1 + y2 xn+2 + …+ ym xn+m. 
i.e. 

f-= x1 ym+1 + x2 ym+2 + …+ xn ym+n + y1 xn+1 + y2 xn+2 + …+ ym xn+m.   (3) 
Since all the variable in the RHS of the (3) are nonnegative (as they are feasible solution) we 
have their sum and products are nonnegative.  So  
 

f -  0.       (4)
  

Corollary-1: It immediately follow from equation (4) that  
min f(X)  max(Y) 

 
Explanation  
Consider the three variable problem 

Primal Dual 
Min f(X) = c1x1 + c2x2 + c3x3. 
Subject to 
 a11x1 + a12x2 + a13x3 - x4 =b1. 

a21x1 + a22x2 + a23x3 - x5 =b2 
a31x1 + a32x2 + a33x3 – x6 =b3 

  x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6 0. 

Max(Y) = b1y1 + b2y2 + b3y3. 
Subject to 
 a11y1 + a21y2 + a31y3 + y4 =c1 

a12y1 + a22y2 + a32y3 +y5 =c2 
a13y1 + a23y2 + a33y3 +y6 =c3 

   y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6 0. 
 
 
Now multiplying the equation of constrains primal with y1, y2, y3 and dual with and x1, x2, x3, 
and finding the difference  second - first we get 
 

a11x1 y1+ a12x2 y1 + a13x3 y1 - x4 y1 =b1 y1. 
a21x1 y2 + a22x2 y2 + a23x3 y2 - x5 y2 =b2 y2    (I) 
a31x1 y3 + a32x2 y3+ a33x3 y3– x6 y3=b3 y3 

   
  a11 x1y1 + a21 x1y2 + a31 x1y3 + x1 y4 =c1 x1 

a12 x2y1 + a22 x2y2 + a32 x2y3 + x2y5 =c2 x2   (II) 
a13 x3y1 + a23 x3y2 + a33 x3y3 + x3y6 =c3 x3 

 
 (II)-(I) gives  . 
 
x1 y4+ x2y5+ x3y6 +x4 y1 + x5 y2 + x6 y3 = (c1 x1+ c2 x2+ c3 x3) - (b1 y1+ b2 y2+ b3 y3)  

= f(X) -(Y) 
 
Thoerem-3 (Optimality Criterion Theorem):  The optimum value of the primal f(X) if exist, 
is equal to the optimum value of the dual(Y). 
 
Proof: 

Consider the primal f(X) [problem 1] 



Minimize  f(X)= ∑ �珍�珍津珍退沈       (1) 

Subjected to  ∑ �沈珍�珍 ≥ �沈津珍退怠 ,  i=1,2,…,m   (2) �珍 ≥ 0,    j=1,2,…,n  (3) 

Then its dual(Y) is  [problem 2] 

Maximize  (Y) = ∑ �沈�沈陳沈退沈        
 (4) 

Subjected to  ∑ �沈珍�沈 ≤ �珍陳沈退怠 ,  j=1,2,…,n    (5) �沈 ≥ 0,     i=1,2,…,m  (6) 
 
Introduce m surplus variables in (2) [problem 1] we get, 
 ∑ �沈珍�珍 − �津袋沈 = �沈津珍退怠 ,  i=1,2,…,m   (7) 

Let the primal has optimal solution (�怠, �態, … , �津, �津袋怠, … , �津).  
Since this has to be basic feasible solution, at least m of these numbers are zero.  Let �怠, �態, … , �陳 be the simplex multiplayers for this solution, Then we have  
 

f(X)+∑ �沈�沈 = ∑ 盤�珍 + ∑ �沈珍�沈陳沈退怠 匪津珍退怠 �珍 − ∑ �沈�津袋沈陳沈退怠陳珍退沈    (8) 
 
Since f(X) is optimum we have 
 

Min f(X) = − ∑ �沈�沈陳珍退沈  
 

and all the relative cost coefficients are non-negative, that is  
 �珍 + ∑ �沈珍�沈 ≥ 0陳沈退怠 , j=1,2,…,n      �沈 ≥ 0,     i=1,2,…,m   

   
Or  − ∑ �沈珍�沈 ≤ �珍陳沈退怠 ,  −�沈 ≥ 0 

The last 2 inequalities mean that (−�怠, −�態, … , −�陳) is a solution of (6) and (7) that is it is a 
feasible solution of the dual. So we have 

(Y) =  − ∑ �沈�沈陳珍退沈 =Min f(X)    (9) 
Thus we have a feasible solution of dual such that  

Now by Corollary-1 this is possible only if  

Min f(X) = max(Y) 

Hence the solution of the dual is optimal. 



 
Theorem 4: If the primal problem is feasible, then it has an unbounded optimum if and only if 
the dual has no feasible solution and vice versa. 

Assume that the primal [problem 1] have an unbounded optimum. Then f(X) has no lower 
bound.  

We know that Min f(X) ≥ Max ɸ(Y) (by Corollary-1) ⟹ ɸ(Y) has no solution (because, if there exist a solution it will be the lower bound of the 
function f(X)). So, if the primal is unbounded then the dual is infeasible. 

Now assume that the primal is feasible but not unbounded. Then there exists a solution for 
the primal. Then from theorem 3, Min f(X) = Max ɸ(Y) and hence the dual is not infeasible. ⟹ if the dual is infeasible then the primal is unbounded. 
Similarly, we can prove that dual is unbounded if and only if primal is infeasible. 
 
Theorem 5 (Main Duality Theorem): If both the primal and the dual problems are feasible, 
then they both have optimal solutions such that their optimal values of the objective functions 
are equal. 
 
From theorem 4, if both the primal and dual are feasible then both have optimum solutions. 
 
From theorem 3, if the optimum value of the primal exist, it is equal to the optimum value of 
the dual. 
 
(If ask to prove please prove theorem 3 and 4) 
 
Theorem 6 (Complementary Slackness Theorem):  If in the optimum solutions of the primal 
and dual, 

1.  a primal variable is positive, then the corresponding dual slack (surplus) variable is 
zero. 

2. If a primal slack (surplus) variable is positive, then the corresponding dual variable is 
zero and vice versa. 

Proof:  
 
It follows from theorems 2 and 3 for the optimal solutions �珍, j=1,2,…,n,n+1, …n+m. of the 
primal and �沈 , i=1,2,…,m, m+1,…, m+n of the dual should satisfy  
 
x1 ym+1 + x2 ym+2 + …+ xn ym+n + y1 xn+1 + y2 xn+2 + …+ ym xn+m= 0 
 
Since the optimal solution is feasible for all �珍 ≥ 0 and �沈 ≥ 0. 
Hence all the terms in the expression on the left side above are non-negative and their sum 
are zero. So each term separately should be zero. So it is easy to verify that if �珍 > 0 then �陳袋珍 = 0, since �珍�陳袋珍 = 0.  Similarly if �沈 > 0 then �津袋沈 = 0, since �沈�津袋沈 = 0. 

 
Note:  This theorem is helpful in determining the optimal solution of the primal from the 
optimum solution of the dual or vice versa. 



 

 
The following is an example how we can determine the optimal solution of primal using the 
optimal solution of dual 
 
Consider the problem 
 
Maximise   f = 3x1+ 2x2 + x3+ 4x4, 
Subject to   

2x1+ 2x2 + x3+ 3x4  ≤ 20, 
      3x1+ x2 + x3+ 2x4  ≤ 20, 
       x1 , x2 , x3, x4  ≥ 0, 
 
Its dual is  
Minimize     ø = 20y1+ 20y2  
Subject to   
           2y1+ 3y2 ≥3,  
                        2y1+ y2 ≥2,  

           y1+ 2y2 ≥1,  
          3y1+ 2y2 ≥4,  

                         y1,y2 ≥0. 
 
This is a two variable problem whose solution can be obtained geometrically as 
   
                         y1 = 1.2,  y2 = 0.2, ø = 28 
 
After introducing the slack variables, the primal and dual constraints are 
 
2x1+ 2x2 + x3+ 3x4 + x5   = 20, 
3x1+ x2 + 2x3+ 2x4       + x6  = 20, 
2y1+ 3y2 - y3                             = 3, 
2y1+ y2            – y4                   = 2, 
y1+ 2y2            – y5             = 1, 
3y1+ 2y2                – y6     = 4, 
     x1 , x2 , …x6,   y1 , y2 , …y6  ≥ 0, 
 
Substituting the optimal values of y1 =1.2 and y2 = 0.2 in the dual constraints, it follows that 
the slack variables 



 
y3 =y6 =0, y4 >0, y5 >0. 
Thus the second and third constraints are satisfied as strict inequalities, and so the 
corresponding primal variables should be zero, that is, x2 =0, x3 =0.   
 
Also since the dual variables, y1 >0, y2>0, it follows that the corresponding primal constraints 
should be zero, that is, x5= x6 =0.  The primal constraints thus reduce to  
 
2x1+ 3x4 = 20 
3x1+ 2x4 = 20 
 
Which give x1= 4, x4 = 4.   
 
Thus optimal solution of the primal is therefore 
 
x1=  x4 = 4, x2 = x3= 0, f = 28    
 
Application of Duality 
 
We can find the optimal solution of the primal from the optimum solution of the dual problem. 
This co-existence of the solutions of the primal-dual pair is helpful in many practical situations. 
The following are the instances of the application of this result. 
 

1. Usually in a l.p.p numerical work increases more with the number of constraints than 
the number of variables. So, if the number of constraints in primal problem is 
considerably larger than number of variables in it, then we can solve the dual problem 
with a smaller number of constraints. This approach is more economical than solving 
the primal problem. 
 

2. In some situations, the dual problem can eliminate the use of artificial variables and 
hence the two-phase method. If the phase 1 of the two-phase method fails to eliminate 
the artificial variable from the basis, then we cannot move to the phase 2 and in such 
situation, we cannot find the optimum solution. In such situations we can use the dual 
problem to find the optimum solution. 
 

3. Using the primal-dual relationship we can define a modified simplex method called 
dual simplex method, in which we start the iterations with an infeasible basic solution 
of the primal under certain conditions and proceed the iterations which will leads to the 
optimum solution of the primal. 

 
This method is widely used when we have to enter a new constraint after solving the given 
problem. So, this method is more economical since it avoids the solution of the problems 
from the very beginning. 
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